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a b s t r a c t
Improving the efficiency of p-type dye-sensitized solar cells (DSCs) is an important part of the develop-
ment of high performance tandem DSCs. The optimization of the conversion efficiency of p-DSCs could
make a considerable contribution in the improvement of solar cells at a molecular level. Nickel oxide is
the most widely used material in p-DSCs, due to its ease of preparation, chemical and structural stability,
and electrical properties. However, improvement of the quality and conductivity of NiO based photoca-
thodes needs to be achieved to bring further improvements to the solar cell efficiency. The subject of this
review is to consider the effect of the preparation of NiO surfaces on their efficiency as photocathodes.
© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
30
1. IntroductionQ531
Over the past couple of decades dye-sensitized solar cells (DSCs)Q632
have received increasing attention as an alternative to traditional33
crystalline silicon based photovoltaic devices. Dye sensitized solar34
cells are significantly cheaper to produce than crystalline silicon35
devices but are less efficient. A proposed way to improve the36
photo-conversion efficiency of these devices above 15% is to pair37
a conventional TiO2-based photoanode with a photocathode based38
on a dye-sensitizedmesoporous p-type semiconductor in a tandem39
device, Fig. 1 [1–4].40
Since the first tandem cell containing a dye-sensitized pho-41
toanode and dye-sensitized photocathode in a single device was42
reported by He et al. [1] in 2000, improvements to the NiO have43
∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +353 1 7005307; fax: +353 1 7005503.Q3
E-mail address: Han.Vos@dcu.ie (J.G. Vos).
been translated to an increase in tandemcell efficiency. The tandem 44
DSC assembled from an erythrosine B-sensitizedNiO cathode and a 45
N3-sensitized TiO2 anode gave a VOC =732mV, approximately the 46
sum of the VOC values from the n-type device (650mV) and the p- 47
type device (83mV). The overall efficiency, 0.39%, was low because 48
of the low current on the p-side. Suzuki et al. [4] prepared a tan- 49
dem device with their P123-templated NiO and a N3-sensitized 50
TiO2 anode (also prepared using P123) which gave an efficiency 51
of 0.78% when illuminated through the cathode. As for the device 52
prepared by He et al., there was a mismatch in the JSC of the two 53
electrodes and so the fill factor was extremely low. Improvements 54
to the JSC brought about by improvements to the dye and in NiO 55
substrate have since enabled a tandem cell to be assembled where 56
the cathodic and anodic photocurrents were matched (improved 57
fill factor of 0.74). The open-circuit voltage (VOC) of 1079mV, the 58
highest ever reported for electrolyte-based photoelectrochemical 59
solar cells, closely matched the sum of VOC for n-DSC and p-DSC. 60
The efficiency of a cell illuminated through the cathode was 2.42% 61
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ccr.2015.03.020
0010-8545/© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Fig. 1. A schematic illustration of a tandem-DSC where a n-type photoanode and
a p-type photocathode are incorporated into a single device. In these solar cells
the photovoltage arises from the difference in the quasi-Fermi levels close to the
conduction band (CB) edge of the photoanode and at the valence band (VB) edge of
the photocathode (approximately the sum of the photovoltages obtained with the
individual devices).
and a cell illuminated through the anode was 1.91% compared to62
13% for n-DSCs obtained by Grätzel et al. [5]. New and improved63
dyes for p-DSCs are reported frequently and improvements to the64
spectral response in the red region is enabling higher photocur-65
rents to be obtained in p-DSCs (8.21mAcm−2) and tandem devices66
(5.15mAcm−2) [6].67
Further improvements to the material, including finding an68
alternative p-type semiconductor, and understanding of the69
charge-recombination processes which limit the efficiency are70
needed if target efficiencies exceeding 15% are to be met.71
The poor performance of the p-type device is attributed to the72
low photocurrent of the photocathode component. Improving the73
efficiency of p-type DSCs is essential to the development of high74
performance tandem DSCs. Compared to the enormous amount of75
workdedicated to improving theGrätzel typen-DSCs, far less atten-76
tion has been paid to p-type dye-sensitized solar cells (p-DSC) until77
recently. The maximum photo-conversion efficiency of p-DSC that78
has been reached so far is 1.3% [7], substantially limiting tandem79
cell efficiencies. The optimization of the conversion efficiency of p-80
DSCs could make a step-change in the efficiency of solar cells that81
function at a molecular level.82
Unlike conventional PV devices, light absorption and charge83
transport are performed by separate materials in DSCs. The opera-84
tion principle of a p-DSC is illustrated in Fig. 2. Light excitation of85
the dye (D) leads to the formation of its excited state (D*) which86
decays by charge transfer from the valence band of the NiO to form87
the charge separated stateD−/NiO(h+). Aswith charge separation in88
n-type devices, this can occur on short timescales (0.2–200ps) [8].89
The holes (h+) diffuse through the NiO to a back contact, which is90
typically glass coated with fluorine doped tin oxide (FTO). A redox91
shuttle (typically I3−/I− to match the best n-DSCs) then accepts92
an electron from the reduced dye (D−) to restore D and transport93
the electron to the counter electrode where it is delivered into94
the external electric circuit. The relative rates of these elementary95
processes control the efficiency of each step and have therefore96
a direct impact on the overall efficiency of the cell. The choice of97
sensitizer is key to maximizing the power output of DSC devices.98
The dye used on the photocathode should absorb light in the red99
region of the visible spectrum. This will minimize spectral overlap100
with the higher energy absorbing dyes on the TiO2 photoanode. n-101
TypeDSCs have been optimizedwith dyes that absorb between 400102
and 600nm, therefore under working conditions the photocath-103
ode would be at the underside of the tandem device and therefore104
would be required to absorb at longer wavelengths, which are not105
Fig. 2. Schematic illustration of the operating principle behind a p-DSC. (1) Rep-
resents the difference in potential between the Fermi level of the NiO and the
redox couple, which is the maximum photovoltage of the device. (2 and 3) rep-
resent recombination processes between the redox couple and the NiO (2) and the
photoreduced dye and the NiO (3).
absorbed. Discussion of the dyes is outside the scope of this review 106
[4,7,9–11] but the structures of some of the most widely used or 107
best performing molecules are given in Fig. 3. 108
IPCE (incident photon-to-current efficiency) experiments, also 109
knownas the external quantumefficiency, examine howefficiently 110
the device converts incident photons of monochromatic light into 111
short-circuit current, Eq. (1). Where JSC is the short-circuit current, 112
ϕ is the quantum yield, LHE is the light harvesting efficiency, inj 113
is efficiency of charge injection at the dye-semiconductor interface 114
and coll is the efficiency of charge collection at the SnO2:F contact 115
IPCE = JSC()/e · () = LHEinjcoll (1) 116
From this we can also calculate the APCE (absorbed photon-to- 117
current efficiency), also known as the internal quantum efficiency. 118
This gives how efficiently a device converts absorbed photons into 119
current. APCEs are calculated by Eq. (2) 120
APCE = IPCE
LHE
(2) 121
This is very useful for comparing dyes as not all will have the 122
same dye loading onto the NiO-semiconductor. LHE can be deter- 123
mined by the absorbance of the electrode, A, at max, Eq. (3): 124
LHE = 1 − 10−A (3) 125
Improving the quality of the material, thereby improving the 126
coll is thus a key challenge in the field. 127
The power conversion efficiency of a solar cell () is the product 128
of three terms, which are the short circuit photocurrent density 129
(JSC), the open-circuit photovoltage (VOC) and the fill factor (ff) 130
divided by the incoming incident solar power (Pin, 100mWcm−2 131
for all devices mentioned in this review unless stated) according 132
the Eq. (4): 133
 = Pmax
Pin
= Jsc · Voc · ff
Pin
(4) 134
Maximizing any of these terms increase . If one takes the 135
usual values of these three factors, we observe that all of 136
them are relatively very low compared to those of a conven- 137
tional n-DSC. The best NiO p-DSC with I3−/I− electrolyte exhibits 138
JSC = 7.0mAcm−2,VOC =185mV and ff = 0.33 which gives a  of 139
0.43% [12], while standard TiO2 based n-DSSCs classically display 140
about 8–10% efficiency with typical values of JSC = 18mAcm−2, 141
VOC =700mVand ff = 0.70 [13]. Evidently the choice of semiconduc- 142
torhasanenormous impacton thedeviceefficiencyand tobring the 143
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Fig. 3. Structures of some of the best performing dyes used in NiO p-DSCs with their maximum incident photon-to-current conversion efficiencies (IPCE).
performance of p-DSCs up to that of n-DSCs much work is required144
to understand and develop the semiconductor material.145
The subject of this review is the impact of the nature of NiO146
on the device efficiency. NiO is the most widely used material147
in p-DSCs, due to its ease of preparation. However, a number of148
improvements to the quality and conductivity of the material need149
to be addressed in order to bring increase solar cell efficiency. So150
far attempts to improve the efficiency of NiO-based photocathodes151
havemainly concentrated on varying the dyes [6,14]. In these stud-152
ies parameters such as the absorption properties and the related153
molar absorption coefficients have been considered. However, less154
attention has been paid to the effect that the preparationmethod of155
the NiO electrodes may have on their photovoltaic behaviour. This156
is surprising since it is to be expected that the structural features of157
the NiO films, such as morphology and porosity, will greatly affect158
cell behaviour, since they will control at least partly the charge159
transport through the modifying NiO to the conducting substrate.160
It is well established that while the overall electrochemistry of161
NiO layers does not vary greatly with the morphology of the layer,162
kinetic parameters such as charge transport do.163
Therefore, a range of approaches for the preparation of thin NiO164
layers are discussed. The cell performance parameters of the result-165
ing photovoltaic cells are compared where possible, while the light166
induced charge lifetimes and diffusion lengths observed within the167
layers are also considered. In addition a section outlining the effect168
of the film structure on the electrochemical parameters of coated169
and uncoated NiO electrodes is considered. An overview of this170
analysis is shown in Table 1. In this table the cell preparation and171
the performance parameters of the various designs discussed in172
this review are listed together with those for some other related173
systems [15–22].174
2. Electrode preparation and solar cell performance175
parameters176
In the first p-type and tandem DSCs demonstrated, He et al.177
[1,23] prepared the electrodes by spreading a Ni(OH)2 slurry using178
a glass rod (“doctor blade”) onto SnO2:F (FTO) conducting glass179
substrates and sintering in a hot air stream to give porous, nano-180
structured (20nm particles) NiO films (Fig. 4). Under illumination181
erythrosin B and tetrakis(4-carboxyphenyl)porphyrin (TPPC) sen-182
sitized NiO films generated a cathodic current. Sandwich cells183
prepared by assembling the sensitized electrodes with a platinum184
foil counter electrode and using a I3−/I− electrolyte solution (ca. 185
0.44V vs. NHE) gave a JSC = 0.079mAcm−2 and VOC =98.5mV, TPPC 186
cell, and a JSC = 0.232mAcm−2, VOC =82.8mV for the erythrosin B 187
cellwhen illuminatedwith sun-simulated light at68mWcm−2. The 188
VOC was limited by the small potential energy difference between 189
the NiO valence band and the redox system (1 in Fig. 2), and 190
the current by the low light absorption by the thin film. Films 191
thicker than 1m cracked during sintering. The number of dye 192
molecules calculated by the absorbance of the dye in solution and 193
adsorbedon thefilmwas2.0×1015 cm−2. This gives an inner areaof 194
300 A˚2/molecule to be compared with an estimated largest molec- 195
ular area of erythrosin B close to 100 A˚2 [23]. 196
Zhu et al. [24] demonstrated that annealing at 300 ◦C for 30min 197
is sufficient to completely convert Ni(OH)2 to NiO using powder 198
X-ray diffraction. From the broadening of the peaks, the average 199
crystal size of NiO calcined at this lower temperature was calcu- 200
lated to be 5.2nm using the Scherrer equation. In their 2007 paper, 201
the photocurrent and IPCE obtained for p-DSCs using the commer- 202
cial dye coumarin C343 were slightly higher than those reported 203
earlier by He et al. [23] for NiO sintered at 500 ◦C and sensitized 204
with erythrosine B. 205
Fig. 4. SEM picture of 1m p-NiO film deposited on fluorine-doped SnO2 (FTO)
conducting glass.
Reproduced from Ref. [1]. Copyright 2000, with permission from Elsevier.
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Table 1
Summary of the production conditions and performance parameters for p-DSCs.
Ref. Type Time (min) Temp (◦C) Dye Electrolyte Film Thickness
(m)
IPCE (%) JSC (mAcm−2) VOC (mV) FF  (%)
Ni(OH)2 sol gel
[23] 60 500 ERY 0.5M LiI,
0.05M I2 EC/PC
1 3.44 0.27 83
[24] 30 300 c343 0.5M LiI 0.1M
I2
0.5 6 0.35 80 0.01
[26] 30 300 P1 0.5M LiI 0.1M
I2 PC
0.6 18 1.52 110 0.31 0.052
[26] 30 300 C343 0.5M LiI 0.1M
I2 PC
0.6 7.2 0.78 70 0.31 0.017
[22] 30 300 P1 1M LiI 0.1M I2
MeCN
1.1–1.4 35 2.5 110 0.29 0.08
[25] 30 450 C343 1.0M DMII,
0.03M I2, 0.5M
tbp, 0.1M
GuaSCN, MeCN,
VN
1–3 0.48 106 0.33 0.017
Solvothermal Ni(OH)2
[28] 30 450 C343 0.5M LiI, 0.1M
I2 PC
3.5 0.66 140 0.38 0.032
[28] 30 350 C343 0.5M LiI, 0.1M
I2 PC
3.5 0.88 117 0.35 0.036
[30] “Le Pleux” 350 C343 E-23 15 0.688 124 0.33 0.028
[30] “improved” 350 C343 E-23 15 1.652 111 0.31 0.056
[15] Oxalic acid, PVP 30 450 C343 I2, LiI, DMPII,
TBP, MPN
1.8 9 0.74 115 0.35 0.03
[31] 120 400 C343 0.6M DMPII,
0.05M I2, 0.1M
LiI, 0.5M TBP,
MPN
3 1.95 130 0.36 0.09
Templated sol gel
[4] P123 30 450 NK-2684 PN50 Solaronix
SA
1 1 93 0.3 0.027
[10] F88 30 400 C343 0.7M LiI 0.05M
I3− MPN
2.4 21 0.86 101 0.362 0.031
[10] F88 30 400 fast green 0.7M LiI 0.05M
I3−
1.7 14 1.44 93 0.324 0.043
[41] F88 30 400 NK-2684 0.05M I2, 0.7M
LiI MeCN
0.5 16 1.2 80 0.35 0.035
[41] F108 30 400 NK-2684 0.05M I2, 0.7M
LiI MeCN
0.5 17 1.75 70 0.3 0.035
[41] F108 30 400 NK-2684 0.05M I2, 0.7M
LiI MeCN
0.5 17 1.3 80 0.35 0.037
[41] P105 30 400 NK-2684 0.05M I2, 0.7M
LiI MeCN
0.5 8 0.6 80 0.35 0.015
[41] P123 30 400 NK-2684 0.05M I2, 0.7M
LiI MeCN
0.5 7 0.7 75 0.35 0.017
[9] F108 30 450 P1 1M LiI 0.1M I2 1.2 64 5.48 84 0.37 0.17
[9] F108 30 450 C343 1M LiI 0.1M I2 1.2 1.89 71 0.61 0.08
[16] F108 30 450 PMI-NDI 1.0M LiI and
0.1M I2 PC
2 32 1.76 120 0.345 0.073
[17] F108 30 450 P1 0.8M LiI and
0.15M I2 MeCN
1.5 2.64 104 0.27 0.075
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Table 1 (Continued)
Ref. Type Time (min) Temp (◦C) Dye Electrolyte Film Thickness
(m)
IPCE (%) JSC (mAcm−2) VOC (mV) FF  (%)
NiO nanoparticles
[45] Doctor blade 20 500 C343 0.5M LiI 0.05M
I2 PC
1.6 0.55 98 0.29 0.016
[45] Doctor blade 20 500 C343 0.5M LiI 0.05M
I2 PC
1.6 2.13 37 0.28 0.024
[45] Doctor blade 20 500 ERY 0.5M LiI 0.05M
I2 PC
1.6 0.36 77 0.26 0.011
[49] Screen print PMI-6TTPA 0.03M I2, 0.5M
TBP, 0.6M
BMII, 0.1M
GuaSCN, MeCN,
VN
2.3 62 5.35 218 0.35 0.41
[51] Screen print 30
+10
400
550
PMI-6TTPA 0.03M I2, 0.5M
TBP, 0.6M
BMII, 0.1M
GuaSCN, MeCN,
VN
2.7 50 5.11 294 0.41 0.61
[44] Spray/oven 30 450 ERY 1.0M LiI, 0.1M
I2MeCN
0.6 0.353 110 0.35 0.014
[46] Spray/oven 30 450 P1 1.0M LiI, 0.1M
I2MeCN
2.5–3.0 50 2.42 128 0.352 0.11
[46] Spray/rds 5 450 P1 1.0M LiI, 0.1M
I2MeCN
2.5–3.0 44 3.12 103 0.32 0.101
[47] Spray/rdsA 5 450 ERY 1.0M LiI, 0.1M
I2MeCN
2–3 1.05 120 0.36 0.045
[47] Spray/rdsA 5 450 ERY 1.0M LiI, 0.1M
I2MeCN
5–6 11 0.78 100 0.38 0.03
[47] Spray/rdsB 5 450 ERY 1.0M LiI, 0.1M
I2MeCN
3–4 8 1.01 95 0.4 0.039
[47] Spray/rdsC 5 450 ERY 1.0M LiI, 0.1M
I2MeCN
2–3 0.59 110 0.33 0.022
Microballs 2.5–3.0
[12] Screen print 30
+10
400
500
PMI-6TTPA 0.03M I2, 0.5M
TBP, 0.6M
BMII, 0.1M
GuaSCN, MeCN,
VN
6 74 7.0 185 0.33 0.43
Hollow spheres
[20] Doctor blade 30 450 T1 0.8M LiI,
0.15M I2 MeCN
3 30 2.48 159 31.6 0.125
Nanorods
[53] SCREEN print 30
+10
400
500
PMI-6TTPA 0.03M I2, 0.5M
TBP, 0.6M
BMII, 0.1M
GuaSCN, MeCN,
VN
1.7 32 3.3 292 0.41 0.4
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.
Flynn et al. [25] have since reported a detailed study on the 206
effects of sintering temperature (100–600 ◦C) on the morphology 207
of NiO electrodes prepared from Ni(OH)2 nanoplatelets, which 208
they prepared by adding NH4OH to a refluxing aqueous solu- 209
tion of Ni(NO3)2. Conversion of Ni(OH)2 to NiO was observed by 210
powder XRD at 250 ◦C and increasing the annealing temperature 211
increased the crystallite size from 9 to 15nm at 250–400 ◦C to 212
18–25nmat 500–600 ◦C. Thiswas accompanied by a colour change 213
from bright green for Ni(OH)2 to black and then light grey. A 214
decrease in surface area as the sintering temperature was raised 215
from 350 to 450 ◦C was correlated with a 4-fold decrease in dye 216
loading. At 550 ◦C and above the mechanical stability of the NiO 217
films decreased and annealing above 600 ◦C led to the loss of all 218
pore structure. The highest performance (JSC and efficiency) was 219
observed for samples calcined at 400 and 450 ◦C. The VOC increased 220
linearly with calcination temperature, reaching a maximum of 221
108±4mV at 500 ◦C. For the electrodes sintered at the optimum 222
temperature for p-DSC efficiency (Table 1), 450 ◦C, a conductiv- 223
ity of 2.2±0.8×10−3 S cm−1, a doping density up to 7×1020 cm−3 224
and a mobility value of ca. 2×10−5 cm2 V−1 s−1 (for commercial 225
nanoparticles treated under the same conditions they obtained: 226
6±1×10−5 S cm−1; 3×1020 cm−3; 1×10−6 cm2 V−1 s−1). The 227
effectivemobility decreased dramatically from350 to 550 ◦Cwhich 228
was attributed to changes in the stoichiometry or chemistry of 229
the NiO surface as evidenced by XPS which showed progres- 230
sively decreasing signals from hydroxylated/defective NiO with 231
increasing annealing temperature. They also reported a 30% higher 232
efficiency for their nanoplatelet devices compared to devices fab- 233
ricated with commercial nanoparticles under the same conditions 234
and annealed at 450 ◦C. 235
Areal breakthroughcame in2008whenQinet al. [26] developed 236
the “push-pull” dye, P1 (Fig. 3), specifically designed for photocath- 237
ode devices.p-DSCs prepared from Ni(OH)2 calcined at 300 ◦C for 238
30min produced a JSC of 1.52mAcm−2 with an IPCE of 18%. Dou- 239
bling the film thickness by annealing a layer of Ni(OH)2 and then 240
depositing and annealing a second layer and switching the elec- 241
trolyte solvent from propylene carbonate to acetonitrile lead to an 242
increase in JSC to 2.5mAcm−2 and IPCE to 35% [27]. 243
LePleuxet al. [28] succeeded in increasing theNiOfilmthickness 244
furtherbydepositingNiOusinga solvothermal route (Fig. 5). Porous 245
and nanostructured thin films of NiO 3.5m thick were prepared 246
on FTO coated glass by annealing films obtained fromnickel acetate 247
in the presence of hexamethylenetetramine under hydrothermal 248
conditions (100 ◦C in a sealed autoclave). p-DSCs using coumarin 249
C343 as sensitizer gave higher values of VOC (117mV compared to 250
80mV reported by Zhu [24] and 70mV reported by Qin [26]) and 251
JSC (0.88mAcm−2 compared to 0.35mAcm−2 reported by Zhu and 252
0.78mAcm−2 reported by Qin). The authors also reported better 253
reproducibility for p-DSCs prepared using this route compared to 254
the doctor blade techniquewith the advantage that relatively thick, 255
crack-free films with good adhesion to the FTO surface could be 256
prepared in fewer steps. 257
Evidence from thermal analysis of the green films deposited on 258
the conductive glass in the autoclave suggests that annealing the 259
filmat 350 ◦C in air convertsNi(OCOCH3)2·2H2O toNiOviaNi(OH)2. 260
The average crystallite size estimated from the X-ray diffraction 261
pattern was 11nm. SEM images of the NiO (Fig. 6) reveal their 262
spongy nature with ca. 10nm thick “nanoleaves”. The film thick- 263
nesses varied linearly with the reaction time until 350min (4.4m 264
thickness). The specific surface area of the 3.5m thick NiO film, 265
determined by the Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) and the Bar- 266
rett–Joyner–Halenda (BJH)methodswas estimated tobe61m2 g−1, 267
a value which compares well with some TiO2 films used for n-DSC 268
[29], and the porosity reveals a narrow Gaussian pore size distri- 269
bution centred at 8nm with a full width at half-maximum of about 270
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Fig. 5. SEM images of the Ni(OCOCH3)2·4H2O film before and after annealing.
Reprinted with permission from Ref. [28]. Copyright 2009 American Chemical Soci-
ety.
6 nm. This dense, open structure with a high surface area for dye271
adsorption was beneficial for generating high photocurrents.272
Wang et al. [30] improved the hydrothermal route by sequen-273
tially depositing layers of NiO, doubling the efficiency compared to274
a single hydrothermal treatment. FTO coated glass substrates were275
treated in an autoclave containing a solution of NiCl2·6H2O and276
(CH2)6N4 for 30h at 90 ◦C and then calcined at 350 ◦C. In order to277
reduce the formation of large particles and to keep the surface of278
the film more uniform, the solution in the autoclave was replen-279
ished every 5h. SEM images reveal 5m layers up to a thickness280
of 15m for the best DSCs (from a 25mM precursor solution) but281
a maximum of 45m was reported when higher concentrations of282
precursor solutionwereused (75mM).Analysis of theXRDpatterns283
gave average crystallite sizes of approximately 2nm. The concen-284
trationof theprecursor solutionaffects thebandgapof thematerial,285
decreasing in energy (from 4.73eV to 3.98 eV) as the concentra-286
tion of NiCl2 was increased, indicating a quantum size effect. The287
BET specific surface areas of the films where the solution was not 288
replenishedwere similar to those reportedbyLePleux [28]whereas 289
the surface area for the films where the solution was replenished 290
was much higher (94.066m2 g−1 compared to 58.9m2 g−1). 291
Qu et al. [31] modified the procedure by heating Ni(OAc)2 at 292
reflux (170 ◦C) in ethylene glycol, dispersing the green precipi- 293
tate that formed in ethanol and water and heating the suspension 294
at 150 ◦C for 12h in an autoclave. The -Ni(OH)2 produced was 295
applied to FTOglass bydoctor blade and the electrodewas annealed 296
at 400 ◦C for 2h to obtain NiO. The BET surface area (133m2 g−1) 297
was higher than that reported by Le Pleux [28] and Wang [30] 298
above, as was the efficiency of the p-DSC (0.09%, Table 1) Qu et al. 299
[31] also commented on the importance of the calcination temper- 300
ature on theDSC efficiency. The authors stated that the surface area 301
and pore volume decreased as the temperature increased but crys- 302
tallinity increased with temperature and above 400 ◦C the stability 303
of the film was poor. 304
Odobel et al. [32] reported the presence of Ni0 in films 305
prepared using Le Pleux’s [28] route and suggested that the anneal- 306
ing temperature chosen is not sufficiently high to fully oxidize 307
Ni(OCOCH3)2·4H2O in air. They commented that “most preparation 308
routes of NiO films for DSCs applications reported in the literature 309
are based on similar thermal treatments in air. In that respect, we 310
may infer that all these preparation routes systematically lead to 311
the presence of Ni0 metal and explain the black colour found in 312
thick photocathodes.” Flynn et al. [25] have responded that they 313
found no evidence for Ni0 in their NiO material or electrodes. Like- 314
wise, the powder XRD patterns reported by Qu et al. [31] and Wang 315
et al. [30] do not contain appear to contain peaks corresponding 316
to Ni0. The text-book explanation of the colour in NiO is that Ni2+ 317
vacancies lead to the formationofNi3+ impuritieswhichare respon- 318
sible for the p-type conduction character and the colour, due to the 319
corresponding charge transfer transitions [33–36]. Indeed, NiO is a 320
well-known electrochromic material, undergoing a colour change 321
from green to black when a positive potential is applied, and the 322
spectroelectrochemistry has been reported in detail by Boschloo et 323
al. [37] Doping with Li+ to form LixNi1−xO is known to increase the 324
conductivity and the black colouration [36,38]. 325
Another successful method to prepare mesoporous NiO 326
electrodes is to use templates based on polyethyleneoxide– 327
polypropyleneoxide–polyethyleneoxide. Triblock copolymers 328
have been extensively applied to sol–gel preparation of various 329
metal oxides for a range of applications [39,40]. Films prepared 330
in this way have characteristically uniform particle and void sizes 331
suggestive of a long ordered Ni-polymer meso-structure before 332
Fig. 6. SEM images of NiO prepared solvothermally from a 25mM precursor solution. Left = 30h deposition time, Right = improved method replenishing the solvent every
5h.
Reprinted from Ref. [30]. Copyright 2013, with permission from Elsevier.
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Fig. 7. Field emission SEM images of nanoporous NiO films synthesized using F group polymers (a and b) and P group polymers (c and d).
Reprinted from Ref. [41]. Copyright 2008, with permission from Elsevier.
calcination. Nakasa et al. [4] were the first to apply this method333
to prepare NiO cathodes for p-DSCs. The authors deposited a334
precursor solution containing a triblock copolymer template335
(HO(OCH2CH2)20(OCH(CH3)CH2)70(OCH2CH2)20OHCH2, P123)336
and NiCl2 in ethanol and water onto FTO conductive glass by337
spin-coating. The material was calcined at 450 ◦C to give crack-338
free, 1m thick, nanostructured (30–40nm), NiO films. p-DSCs339
using a merocyanine dye (3-carboxymethyl-5-[2-(3-octadecyl-340
2-benzothiazolinyldene) ethylidene]-2-thioxo-4-thiazolidine,341
NK-2684) (Fig. 3) as the sensitizer gave JSC = 1mAcm−2 and342
VOC =93mV. Sumikura et al. [41] compared NiO p-DSCs prepared343
using different templates based on triblock copolymers with dif-344
ferent polyethylene oxide (PEO)/polypropylene oxide (PPO) ratios.345
The sol gel precursor was deposited on an FTO glass substrate by346
the doctor blade method, dried at room temperature and then347
calcined in air. The calcination temperatures required for the348
polymer template route are higher (400–450 ◦C) compared to349
the template-free routes described above (300–350 ◦C) in order350
to burn off the organic components. Solar cells prepared with351
a higher PEO/PPO ratio gave a three-fold higher photocurrent352
compared to those prepared with polymers with a lower PEO/PPO 353
ratio. This was attributed to a higher PEO/PPO ratio producing NiO 354
with a larger surface area and smaller interparticle voids which 355
resulted in two-fold higher dye-sensitization (Fig. 7 shows the 356
SEM images). This is because hydrophobic PPO cores which form 357
in the water/ethanol solvent become large voids after calcination, 358
whereas the hydrophilic PEO segments tend to disperse uniformly 359
forming small PPO cores and smaller voids. The Ni2+ ions residing 360
in the hydrophilic environment (solvent and PEO) becomeparticles 361
after solvent vaporization and NiO crystals upon calcination. The 362
crystalline size estimated from the powder XRD patterns ranged 363
from 12.0 to 23.0nm, and were consistent with the 10–20nm size 364
particles in the SEM images (Fig. 7). Therefore, unlike the template- 365
free films above, the particles are not crystalline aggregates in the 366
templated films, but individual crystals. The particle size can also 367
be tuned with the Ni/polymer ratio, e.g. a lower ratio of NiCl2/PEO 368
gives smaller crystals (Table 2). Q7369
In 2010, Li et al. reported another breakthrough in the per- 370
formance of p-DSCs when they combined the P1 dye with NiO 371
prepared by the F108-templated method described by Sumikura et 372
Table 2
Molecular constitution of the PEOmPPOnPEOm polymers used by Sumikura et al. [41]a.
Polymer MW m/n Particle size (nm) BET Surface Area (m2 g−1) Dye adsorption (mol cm−3) IPCE (%)
F88 11,400 2.67 18.6 41.7 450 16
F88L 23 32.4 7
F88S 15.3 61 7
F108 14,600 2.66 12 43.6 17
P105 6500 0.66 19 39 240 8
P123 5750 0.29 20.4 22.8 7
a The polymers having longer PEO chains are classified in F group, and those having shorter PEO chains are in P group. L and S refer to the NiCl2/polymer ratio: L=3.3;
S =0.3; all others =1 by weight. Particle size was calculated by the Sherrer formula using XRD data and BET surface area. IPCE is taken at 500nm.
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Fig. 8. SEM image of (a) a cross-section and (b) surface of NiO films prepared in two steps.
Reproduced with permission from Ref. [9]. Copyright 2010, with permission from Wiley.
al. [41]. The IPCE increased from the previous 35% for P1-sensitized373
NiO prepared by the dehydration of Ni(OH)2, to 64% for the poly-374
mer templated NiO. Thicker films 1.1–1.2m compared to 0.5m375
reportedbySumikuraet al. [41]weremadebydoctor-bladingapre-376
cursor solution onto conducting glass substrates in two steps and377
sintering in between applications. Fig. 8 shows the SEM images378
which suggest a dense, highly ordered film of NiO nanoparticles.379
The crystal sizes of the NiO were calculated to be 16nm in both380
films from the broadening of the X-ray diffraction peaks, three381
times larger than the NiO used in the previous studies described382
above. Brautigam et al. have reported a novel synthetic route383
to NiO nanostructures using various amphiphilic polystyrene-384
block-poly(2-vinylpyridine) (PS-b-P2VP) diblock copolymers as385
templates. The synthetic process contains several steps: including386
the dissolution of the diblock copolymer, addition of Ni2+, followed387
by the formation of core–corona micelles and a further addition388
of Ni2+, resulted in the formation of a macroscopic precipitate.389
This precipitate was deposited on solid substrates and calcina-390
tion resulted in the formation of NiO films. A variety of different391
morphologieswas found, includingsphericalparticles, toroid struc-392
tures and networks. The BET value obtained of about 50m2 g−1393
is comparable to the value for conventionally obtained NiO sur-394
faces. The NiO surface fabricated in this manner was successfully395
sensitized with the coumarin 343 dye [42,43].396
The most straightforward route to reproducible NiO electrodes397
is to use pre-formed NiO nanoparticles. Awais et al. [44] deposited398
a suspension of 40nm NiO nanoparticles in 2-propanol on to ITO-399
coated glass by spraying. Different thicknesses (0.3–3m) were400
prepared by tuning the spraying time: a single pass gave a thick-401
ness 0.4m, 3 passes gave a thickness of 1.5–2.0m and 5 passes402
gave a of thickness 2.5–3.0m. The films were then annealed in air403
to sinter the particles. Fig. 9 shows the SEM image of the surface404
of the film. For p-DSCs prepared with erythrosin B as a sensi-405
tizer, improved photocurrents and photovoltages were obtained406
compared to those reported by He et al. [1] using the Ni(OH)2407
sol–gel preparation method and Nattestad et al. [45] (below) using408
a paste prepared with commercial NiO nanoparticles (see Table 1).409
The benefit of the spray deposition route is that, unlike screen-410
printing and sol–gel basedmethods, the alcohol suspensions of NiO411
nanoparticles do not contain organic additives that require com-412
bustion during the annealing process and add to the preparation413
costs. Heating the substrate to 60–70 ◦C during the spray deposi-414
tion improves the performance compared to keeping the substrate415
at room temperature.416
When P1 was used as the sensitizer, a conversion efficiency417
=0.12% and incident photon-to-current conversion efficiencies418
IPCE=50%, with relatively high photovoltages (up to 135mV) for a419
p-DSC containing the triiodide–iodide redox couple, were obtained420
for NiO electrodes having a thickness of 1.5–2.0m.421
Conventional sintering in a furnace was compared with a422
newly developed rapid discharge sintering (RDS) method for423
spray-depositedNiO (Fig. 10 shows the SEM images of the surfaces) 424
[46,47]. RDS is based onmicrowave-assistedplasma formation and, 425
aswell as reducing the sintering time (5min) substantially, it differs 426
from a conventional furnace by transmitting heat from the bulk of 427
the sample outwards, with controlled confinement of the heating 428
zone. p-DSCs with P1 as the sensitizer gave comparable results and 429
when erythrosine B was used the performance was better for the 430
samples annealed using RDS (Table 1). 431
The most common technique used for the preparation of n- 432
DSCs is to deposit a paste of pre-formed TiO2 nanoparticles with 433
an organic binder onto the conductive glass by spreading with 434
a glass rod (doctor blade) or screen printing [48]. Nattestad et 435
al. [45] developed this route, preparing a slurry of 20nm NiO 436
particles in acetylacetone, triton X 100, and distilled water and 437
applying it to FTO coated glass by the doctor blade technique. 438
A centrifugation step was necessary to remove larger agglomer- 439
ates from the slurry and achieve smooth crack-free films of up to 440
1.6±0.1m thickness. A range of dyes were compared by Nattes- 441
tad et al. [45] and the highest conversion efficiencieswere obtained 442
for coumarin 343, followed by erythrosin J (Table 1.) Erythrosin 443
J gave the highest open-circuit potential, 122mV. Subsequently, 444
the authors developed a screen printing paste, similar to that used 445
for TiO2 n-DSCs [2,49] by mixing a slurry of NiO nanoparticles 446
in ethanol with ethanolic ethyl cellulose and terpineol, followed 447
by slow ethanol removal by rotary evaporation. Sensitizing their 448
2.3m thick NiO electrodes with the PMI6-TTPA dye developed 449
Fig. 9. SEM image showing the surface morphology of a NiO layer (l=2–3m)
deposited onto Sn:In2O3 (ITO) via spray deposition followed by annealing. The par-
ticle diameter is distributed between 30 and 90nm (shown in yellow).
Reproduced fromRef. [44]with kind permission fromSpringer Science and Business
Media.
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Fig. 10. SEM images showing the surface morphology of (left) sample sintered in a furnace and (right) sample sintered using rapid discharge sintering (RDS).
Reproduced from Ref. [46] by permission of the PCCP Owner Societies.
Fig. 11. XRDpattern forNiOfilms sintered for different times showing sharpeningof
the peaks at 37.25◦ (1 11) and 43.28◦ (2 00). The XRD results also show the absence
of Ni metal (45.502◦ and 53.045◦).
Reproduced with permission from Ref. [45].
by the Bäuerle group [50] (see Fig. 3) and assembling them in p- 450
DSCs generated an impressive IPCE of 62% and device efficiency of 451
0.41%. A photocurrent density of 7.57mAcm−2 (0.35% efficiency) 452
was obtained by modifying the dye with oligo-fluorene linkers 453
rather than oligo-thiophene [49]. However, a record conversion 454
efficiency of 0.61% for a p-DSC containing the I3−/I− electrolytewas 455
achievedby improving thenanoscale crystallinity ofNiO [51]. A sig- 456
nificant enhancement of photovoltage and fill factor was achieved 457
by dip coating the substrates in nickel acetate and drying them 458
prior to screen printing and annealing in air at 450 ◦C and applying 459
an additional post-treatment at 550 ◦C for 15min. 460
Annealing the film at the optimal temperature, 550 ◦C, increases 461
the crystal size and eradicates smaller crystals and amorphous 462
material as the decrease in surface energy drives diffusion and 463
grain growth (Figs. 11 and 12 show the peak sharpening in the XRD 464
pattern and TEM images suggesting the improved crystallinity by 465
the post-treatment at 550 ◦C). This reduces the photovoltaic active 466
internal surface area (see Table 3), and leads to reduced light har- 467
vesting efficiencies. However, the number of small pores which 468
are poorly accessible to the electrolyte and would result in poor 469
dye-regeneration and increased charge recombination are reduced. 470
Sintering also establishes inter-particle necking, which is also 471
Fig. 12. HRTEM images of NiO nanoparticles (a) after sintering at 450 ◦C showing the presence of the amorphous shell around the nanoparticles, (b) after the post-treatment
at 550 ◦C showing clear lattice fringes at the edge of the nanoparticles suggesting improved crystallinity.
Reproduced from Ref. [51] with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry.
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Table 3
Surface area and porosity data determined from BET data and average crystallite size determined from powder XRD data for NiO sintered for various times.
Reference Sample Surface area (m2 g−1) Porosity Major pore size (%) Average crystallite size (nm)
[45] Unsintered film 122 59 14
[45] 10min at 550 ◦C 56 51.2 22
[45] 200min at 550 ◦C 12 39.9 45
[51] 30min at 450 ◦C 55 8.5nm
[51] 30min at 450 ◦C +15min 550 ◦C 34 15.3nm
[53] nanorods 30min at 450 ◦C+15min 550 ◦C 29.7 20–40nm 10×100nm
[12] microballs30min at 450 ◦C+15min 550 ◦C 65 68% ca. 25 (3m)
Fig. 13. Plot showing that increasing the sintering duration causes an increased
then decreasing normalized absorption (at 400nm) of dyed films (diamonds) and
the corresponding trend in JSC (squares).
Reproduced with permission from Ref. [45].
known to strongly affect the charge collection efficiency in nano-472
structured TiO2 films [52]. Therefore the photocurrent increases473
initiallywhen the films are annealed compared to devices prepared474
from unsintered films, despite lower dye loading and light harvest-475
ing. Theoptimizedannealing timewas reported tobe5–20min (see476
Fig. 13) [45].477
Despite the largely reduced surface area of the mesoporous NiO478
film which underwent post-treatment at 550 ◦C only a negligi-479
ble drop in photocurrent from 5.40mAcm−2 to 5.11mAcm−2, was480
observed. This implies that any adverse effects due to the decrease481
in surface dye uptake were compensated by a better light harvest-482
ing and/or a more efficient charge collection process in the films483
with the post-treatment. The improvement in efficiency for the484
films given a 550 ◦C post-treatment compared to their previously485
published results (Table 1) is most likely a results of the relatively486
high photovoltage (VOC =294mV). Table 3 summarizes the condi-487
tions and properties of the NiO reported by the Australian groups.488
In addition to organic templates, inorganic structure-directing489
agents have also been used with success [53]. Zhang et al. pre-490
pared highly crystalline NiO nanorods with average diameters of491
<10nm and an aspect ratio of approximately 10, using mesoporous492
SiO2 as a template (Fig. 14). A nanorod structure is a desirable493
morphology because of their potential to improve charge trans-494
port along the long axis. The authors prepared the nanorods from a495
sol–gel containing Ni(NO3)2·6H2O and tetraethyl orthosilicate and496
P123 in ethanol and HCl by calcining the dried gel at 500 ◦C for497
6h followed by removing the silica with 2M NaOH. They then pre-498
pared a screen-printing paste with ethyl cellulose and terpinol to499
deposit the material onto FTO glass. Sequential printing and dry-500
ing (125 ◦C) steps gave films 1.7m thick which were sintered in501
air as above (450 ◦C for 30min then at 500 ◦C for 15min) before502
sensitizing and assembling them in p-DSCs. Mesoporous NiO films503
Fig. 14. TEM and High resolution TEM images of NiO nanorods reported by Zhang
et al. The lattice fringes are clearly identified at the edge of the nanorod showing
good crystallinity.
Reproduced from Ref. [53] with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry.
utilizing these nanorods, compared to films prepared from com- 504
mercial NiO nanoparticles, had similar surface area but narrower 505
pore size distribution (see Table 3). When used as dye-sensitized 506
photocathodes, NiO nanorod films had higher fill factor (ff = 0.42) 507
and photovoltage (VOC =300mV) and 30% higher overall efficiency 508
(=0.4%) compared toa1.7mthickelectrodeprepared fromcom- 509
mercial nanoparticles. 510
0.46% efficiency was reported by Powar et al. [12] for a p-DSC 511
based on nanostructured NiO microballs synthesized by thermoly- 512
sis (Fig. 15). The authors heated an aqueous solution of Ni(NO3)2, 513
oxalic acid dihydrate and hexamethylenetetramine for 5h to give 514
a green precipitate which was isolated and dried before it was 515
calcined in air at 400 ◦C for 2h, resulting in a fine grey powder. 516
As for the nanorods above, a screen printing paste was prepared 517
with ethyl cellulose and terpinol and the printed electrodes were 518
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Fig. 15. SEM and (c) HRTEM images of as-synthesized NiO microballs.Q10
Reproduced from Ref. [12] with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry.
Fig. 16. XRD spectra of synthesized NiO microballs (red) and as-received NiO
nanoparticles (blue).
Reproduced with permission from Ref. [12].
sintered at 400 ◦C for 30min and 550 ◦C for 10min. One screen519
printed layer gave an average thickness of 2.8m, corresponding to520
roughly a monolayer coverage of 3m microballs, two layers were521
4.2m and three layers were 6.0m, subsequent print layers gave522
more uniform films. Despite consisting of similar crystal domain523
sizes compared to commercial NiO (Fig. 16), the dye uptake and524
light harvesting efficiency was higher for the NiO microballs. The525
amount of light absorbed parasitically by the NiO itself was lower526
for the NiO microballs (NiO nanoparticle-based DSCs absorbed ca.527
31% of the incident photons, NiO-mBs basedDSC absorbed ca. 24%),528
which the authors suggest could be due to a lower degree of defects529
in the NiO microball material. Both features led to the highest pho-530
tocurrent observed so far for a p-DSC of 7mAcm−2.531
3. Miscellaneous preparation methods532
Apart from the NiO preparation methods outlined above sev-533
eral other approaches have been reported includingmethods based534
on electrochemical deposition [54–58], pulsed-laser deposition535
[59–61], plasma-enhanced chemical vapour deposition [62] and536
chemical bath deposition [63–65]. To the best of our knowledge537
they have not been used for the preparation of NiO surfaces for538
application in DSC devices. These methods are briefly discussed539
below.540
Wu et al. [54] have fabricated NiO films for high capaci-541
tance supercapacitors. NiO is a promising metal oxide for alkaline542
supercapacitors due to its unique physical and chemical prop-543
erties in alkaline electrolyte. The films are fabricated by anodic544
electrodeposition at a potential of +0.9V (vs. Ag/AgCl) in the545
presence of a surfactant and the resulting films show high capac-546
itance at slow scan rates (1110Fg−1 at 10mVs−1). Also, Djurisˇic´547
et al. [57] recorded a pseudo supercapacitance of 148Fg−1 at 548
100mVs−1 from NiO layers fabricated by electrodeposition fol- 549
lowed by annealing at 300 ◦C. NiO films have been reported for use 550
in lithium-ion batteries where the formation of the films occurs via 551
electrodeposition on copper plates and foam Ni substrates with 552
subsequent heat treatment [56]. Enhanced electrochemical per- 553
formance was reported for three-dimension porous morphologies 554
of the foam NiO films and this method opens up a route to large 555
scale fabrication of lithium-ion batteries with high-energy-density 556
electrodes. 557
The magnetic behaviour of NiO films formed by pulsed-laser 558
deposition (PLD) was studied by Katiyar et al. [61]. With this tech- 559
nique, NiO thin films were deposited in a DPL instrument from NiO 560
pellets using aKrF excimer laser having emission at 248nm. Apoly- 561
crystalline film results and the size of the individual crystallites in 562
the film can vary depending on the deposition conditions; films 563
with smaller crystallite size exhibit superparamagnetic behaviour 564
with antiferromagnetic behaviour displayed from films with larger 565
crystallite size in the NiO layer. Such films are very attractive in 566
applications such as spin valve sensors. 567
Plasma enhanced chemical vapour deposition has proved to be 568
a successful technique for the controlled growth of NiO layers using 569
either soda-lime glass, Si (1 11), stainless steel or fused silica as the 570
substrates. Using metal acetylacetonato complexes as the source 571
material, NiO and other metal oxide layers were formed at tem- 572
peratures above 150 ◦C with each film having a smooth surface and 573
columnar structurewith growth perpendicular to the surface of the 574
substrate [62]. 575
Highly porous NiO films fabricated using chemical bath deposi- 576
tion (CBD) techniques have been reported for use as electrochromic 577
materials [63]. The attractive properties of NiO such as high 578
colouration efficiency, large dynamic range, low material cost and 579
good cyclic reversibility have led to the use of this metal oxide 580
in such an application [66]. Tu et al. [64] revealed that CBD NiO 581
films exhibited superior behaviour in terms of electrochemical 582
reversibility, higher reactivity and reaction kinetics compared to 583
analogous films prepared with sol–gel methods. Zhang et al. [65] 584
also reported the production of NiO films on ITO exhibiting attrac- 585
tive electrochromic properties such as an optical modulation of 586
83.7% at 550nm with a response time of the electrochromic win- 587
dow of 1.76 s for colouration and 1.54 s for bleaching respectively. 588
The films were prepared by immersion of the ITO substrate in a 589
chemical solution containing nickel sulphate, for 10min at 20 ◦C 590
with vigorous stirring, followed by annealing at temperatures ran- 591
ging between 300 and 500 ◦C in air for 1.5h. These results by Zhang 592
et al. [65] show that such NiO layers exhibit large optical modula- 593
tion, fast switch speed and cycle durability therefore making them 594
advantageous for practical applications in this area. 595
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Fig. 17. (a) Hole diffusion coefficients (D) and (b) lifetime in fast-green sensitized
NiO electrodes measured by small-amplitude light modulated photocurrent and
photovoltage decay. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [10]. Copyright 2008
AmericanChemical Society. (b)Hole lifetime (h) andhole transport time (tr) (mea-
sured by EIS, IMVS, and IMPS) as a function of VOC. Note that IMPS was carried out
under short circuit, and the tr here is plotted vs. the VOC under the same light inten-
sity. In each case theNiOwaspreparedusing the F88or F108 sol–gel route. Reprinted
with permission from Ref. [68]. Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society.
4. Charge lifetimes and diffusion length in NiO p-DSCs596
Several authorshave reportedoptimumfilmthicknesses around597
2m for NiO p-DSCs [12,24,46,51]. This is much thinner than the598
typical thickness of a TiO2 electrode in a conventional n-DSC [67].599
Typically, the photocurrent increase observed when the film thick-600
ness (path length) is increased is offset by a decrease in the open601
circuit photovoltage [44]. One reason is that for thicker films, the602
predominant contribution to the absorption of visible light comes603
fromtheNiOmaterial itself. Increasing thefilmthickness frome.g. 2604
to 3mmaynot improve the overall light harvesting efficiency suf-605
ficiently to counteract the increase in charge recombination when606
charges have further to diffuse before they are extracted at the FTO607
substrate. For example, Zhang et al. and Mori et al. have estimated608
hole diffusion lengths (L) of a fewm, which is only slightly higher609
than the NiO film thickness in their devices [10,51,53]. Zhang et610
al. measured a drop in the estimated charge collection efficiency611
from above 90% for light intensity lower than 0.1 sun to 80% at full612
sun, indicating that around 20% of the photogenerated holes are613
lost inside the device. This short L may explain the low fill factors614
(typically 0.3–0.4) forNiOp-DSCs. The large variation in Lwith light615
intensity means that a longer L does not always result in a higher616
IPCE [10] since the charge collection efficiency is nearly unity under617
the low light intensity used to measure IPCE, factors such as the618
Fig. 18. Showing the dependence of tr (open symbols) and h (filled symbols) in
C343-sensitizedmesoporousNiO solar cells as a functionof JSC at the equivalent light
intensity. The electrolyte was 0.5M of LiI (circles), NaI (triangles) or Bu4NI (squares)
and 0.1M I2 in 3-methoxypropionitrile.
Reprinted with permission from Ref. [24]. Copyright 2007 American Chemical Soci-
ety.
charge-separation efficiency limit the short-circuit photocurrent 619
under these conditions and care must be taken in interpreting such 620
data. To increase the efficiency of p-DSCs, L, which is much shorter 621
than for electrons in n-DSCs [8,10] must be increased so that all 622
the incoming light can be efficiently collected. This means that the 623
time constants for hole transport must be decreased (tr) and hole 624
lifetime (h) must be increased (Eq. (5)): 625
L = d
√
(h/tr) (5) 626
where d, the film thickness. 627
A number of authors have studied the charge lifetime 628
and transport properties of NiO in p-DSCs [10,24,51,68] using 629
small-modulation transient photocurrent and photovoltage mea- 630
surements or electrochemical impedance (Fig. 17). The JSC typically 631
varies linearly with light intensity [24]. The time constant for hole 632
transport and the apparent hole diffusion coefficients (D, Eq. (6)) 633
varies little with bias light intensity for p-DSCs, and D only slightly 634
increases as the concentration of holes in the NiO builds up at 635
close to “1 sun”. This is contrary to the transport of electrons in 636
TiO2 which is light intensity dependent as a result of trapping and 637
de-trapping of electrons [69,70]. D is also typically much lower in 638
magnitude than the typical values for electrons in dye-sensitized 639
TiO2 solar cells (4×10−8 cm2 s−1) [10,71], which is consistent with 640
a different transport mechanism, such as hole hopping: 641
D = d
2
2.77h
(6) 642
Support for the “hole hopping” mechanism is provided by the 643
dependence of tr on the type of cation in the electrolyte solution, 644
decreasing in the order Li+ >Na+ >Bu4N+ (Fig. 18) [24]. Zhu et al. 645
attributed this to adsorption of the cations affecting the hopping 646
of charge at the NiO/electrolyte interface, mediated by Ni3+ at the 647
surface. Variations in the I−/I3− ratio do not appear to change D or 648
h. 649
Further evidence to support the “hole-hopping” transport 650
mechanism, rather than trapping/detrapping of charges between 651
the narrow valence band and the surface states has been provided 652
by Wu et al. [72] who doped NiO with different quantities of CoO 653
and assembled thematerials in p-DSCs. CoOwas chosendue to sim- 654
ilar ionic radii and lattice parameters (both CoO and NiO have the 655
rock salt structure). The F108-templated sol gel method described 656
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Fig. 19. Hole transport times within the pure and Co-doped NiO based p-DSCs
plotted against short circuit photocurrents of the cells on a log–log scale. Carrier
lifetimes (h) for the pure and Co-doped NiO-based p-DSCs plotted against open
circuit photovoltages of the respective cells on a semilog scale.
Reprinted with permission from Ref. [73]. Copyright 2012 American Chemical Soci-
ety.
by Sumikura et al. [41]wasused and to obtain theprecursors for the657
doped samples, stoichiometric amounts (2, 6, and 10mol % Co:Ni658
ratio) of anhydrous CoCl2 were added to the initial solutions. Films659
of the solutions deposited in FTO glass by doctor blade annealed at660
450 ◦C in air. The tr increased from ∼5ms for p-DSCs assembled661
with pure NiO cell by more than 2-fold for 2% and 6% Co-doped662
NiO films. Wu et al. [72] attributed this to the dopant ions acting as663
scattering centres for the electrons or holes, reducing the probabil-664
ity of polaron hopping and reducing the hole and electron mobility665
values. The transport times of the 10% Co-doped samples increased666
by an order of magnitude, indicating a very large density of defects.667
Consistent with the increase in charge transport time, the JSC of668
the cells decreased slightly with Co doping at 2 and 6% compared669
to pure NiO and substantially upon 10% doping of cobalt. Since the670
transport depends on the mobility of the charge carriers and not on671
the carrier concentration, the small polaron hopping mechanism is672
more likely than band-like carrier transport.673
The VOC of the p-DSCs from 122mV up to a maximum of 158mV674
with >6% doping. This was consistent with the lowering of the flat-675
band potential (observed from Mott–Schottky measurements) of676
the NiO by a few tens of mV; higher hole lifetimes for the Co-doped677
cells than those for pure NiO cells and decrease in the dark cur-678
rent (“leakage current”) of the devices with a higher percent of679
Co added. These observations point to an increased resistance to680
carrier recombination upon cobalt doping (Fig. 19).Q8681
These observations could partly explain the extremely fast682
recombination between the dye radical anions and the holes in the683
NiOobserved spectroscopically [73,74]. Amore efficient hole trans-684
fer process was observed for NiO nanoparticles pre-annealed in air685
as compared to vacuum [75]. Analysis of the Ni 2p3/2 peak in the686
XPS spectrum indicated that relatively more Ni3+ is formed in NiO687
annealed in air than in vacuum (The integrated peak area ratios of688
Ni2+/Ni3+ = 0.51 and 0.75, respectively) This is rationalized in terms689
of oxygen creating Ni2+ vacancies causing some of the surrounding690
Ni2+ to undergo oxidation to form Ni3+ in order to preserve charge691
neutrality. The doping of nickel oxide films with Ni3+ results in a692
reduction of bandgap energy and an upward shift of the semicon-693
ductor valence band. The faster hole transfer rate observed for NiO694
annealed in airmaybedue to an energeticallymore favourable hole695
Fig. 20. Schematic representation of the recombination reaction between the redox
mediator and the holes in the NiO valence band.
transfer process resulting from a larger energy difference between 696
theHOMOof the dye and the valence band of NiO. Furthermore, the 697
intraband gap states resulting from the formation of Ni3+ provide 698
extra channels for charge transfer to take place, hence enhanc- 699
ing the hole transfer rates [10] resulting in larger D and similar 700
 and thus, longer L, for NiO electrodes prepared from commer- 701
cial NiO nanoparticles compared to the F88 templated films. Li et 702
al. [9] estimated the diffusion coefficient of F108-templated films 703
(1.6×10−7 cm2 s−1) to be three times faster than in NiO electrodes 704
prepared from Ni(OH)2 colloids [26] (1.3×10−8 cm2 s−1), which 705
partly explains the large improvement in JSC and IPCE (see above). 706
Zhang et al. [51] examined the effect of thepost-treatment at 550 ◦C 707
on D, measured from electrochemical impedance, and found little 708
difference between post-treated and non-post treated electrodes 709
(see above), suggesting that improving the crystallinity had little 710
impact on the charge transport. 711
Hole lifetimes (ranging from 30ms to 1 s) measured using these 712
techniques are comparable in magnitude with electron lifetimes in 713
dye-sensitized TiO2 electrodes [10,24,71]. However, they decrease 714
sharply (a power-law dependence) with increasing light inten- 715
sity. Two factors could explain this: firstly, recombination between 716
holes in the NiO and reduced species in the electrolyte is depend- 717
ent on the concentration of holes in the NiO valence band and 718
increasing the light intensity increases the rate of photoinjection; 719
secondly, diffusion of triiodide in the pores is slowand, if the regen- 720
eration of the dye is kinetically limited, recombination between 721
holes in the NiO and reduced dye molecules (Fig. 20) could increase 722
with light intensity. 723
In general, h is longer for electrodes made from pre-prepared 724
nanoparticles compared to photocathodes prepared using sol–gel 725
techniques where NiO is prepared in situ [46,51,53]. It is not clear 726
whether this is because the crystal size is typically larger when 727
pre-prepared NiO is used. The films prepared by spray deposition 728
reported by Gibson et al. displayed some of the longest h over 729
the range 0.1–1 sun, in the order of 0.5–1 s. This is consistent with 730
the reasonably high VOC recorded with the P1 dye/triiodide iodide 731
electrolyte. The decrease in h vs. VOC (light intensity) is less pro- 732
nounced which indicates that charge recombination is supressed 733
for the spray-deposited NiO in comparison to NiO electrodes with 734
comparable thickness prepared using sol–gel techniques. Fig. 21 735
shows the trend in hole lifetime and diffusion time for pre-formed 736
NiOnanoparticleswith andwithout a secondheating step at 550 ◦C. 737
Zhang et al. measured h >50% longer for NiO electrodes given 738
the 550 ◦C post-treatment compared to films annealed at 450 ◦C 739
only. This indicates that the improvement in VOC brought about 740
by sintering at 550 ◦C arises from a reduction in the rate of charge 741
recombination at the NiO-electrolyte interface. 742
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Fig. 21. (a) Apparent hole diffusion time (D) and hole lifetime (h) for p-type DSCs
made with NiO films without (Device A) and with (Device B) the post-treatment at
550 ◦C. The values were obtained by fitting electrochemical impedance (EIS) spectra
of Devices A and B measured at different biases under the simulated 1 sun illumi-
nation. (b) Hole diffusion length (Lh) and hole collection efficiency (cc) of Devices
A and B at the corresponding biases.
Reproduced from Ref. [51] with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry.
In n-type DSCs the method of coating thin insulating layers of743
transparent metal oxides such as Al2O3 has been exploited in order744
to reduce the charge recombination to the electrolyte, particularly745
in the case of outer-sphere redox couples such as ferrocene and746
cobalt polypyridyl complexes [76–78]. Uehara et al. [79] coated747
porous NiO electrodes, prepared from commercial NiO, with Al2O3748
by dipping them in an aluminium alkoxide solution in propanol749
at 60 ◦C for 20min. On treatment, the peak maxima in the IPCE750
spectrum at 370nm (due to the reaction with triiodide) decreased751
but increased at 520nm (due to the reaction with the dye). The752
open circuit voltage, short circuit current density and energy con-753
version efficiency of the treated DSC were all higher than the754
non-treated DSC (Fig. 22). However, the h decreased on treatment755
and decreased further when a higher concentration (30mM) of the756
Fig. 22. Current–voltage curves of dye-sensitized Al2O3-treatedNiO (solid line) and
non-treated NiO (dashed line) solar cells under one sun and dark conditions. The
thickness of both electrodes was ca. 1.4m. The concentration of Al(sec-butoxide)3
solution was 2mM. The temperature of treatment was 200 ◦C.
Reproduced from Ref. [79] with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry.
Fig. 23. Current–voltage curve after eliminating the effect of series resistance and
recombination with reduced dye.
Reprinted with permission from Ref. [68]. Copyright 2012 American Chemical Soci-
ety.
alkoxide solution was used. In other words, the recombination was 757
enhanced by the insulating layer. A shift of the dark current curve 758
to positive potential for the treated film compared to the untreated 759
film, and an increase in VOC for equivalent hole densities suggested 760
that the valence band edge was shifted positively by modification 761
of thefilm surface by a thin layer of aluminiumoxide. The enhanced 762
recombination could be a result of the increased potential differ- 763
ence (driving force) between the hole and I−, and the decrease of 764
surface trap density or the increase of surface I− concentration. 765
Evidence from IPCE experiments and single molecule fluo- 766
rescence showed that insulating Al2O3 layers can weaken the 767
electronic interaction between the dye and NiO, on the one hand 768
slowing the rate of charge separation at the dye-NiO interface, on 769
the other slowing charge recombination and significantly enhanc- 770
ing photoelectric conversion efficiency [80]. 771
One of the biggest factors limiting the efficiency of p-DSCs is low 772
fill factor,which is a property of the resistive losses in thedevice [8]. 773
As discussed above, holes localized at surface states may be mobile 774
and, therefore, recombine easily with reduced dye molecules and 775
electrolyte species. The lower dielectric constant of NiO means NiO 776
is less effective in screening the Coulombic interaction between 777
the charged dye and the charge carriers in the semiconductor than 778
TiO2 (NiO: ∼11.9; TiO2: 30–170; ZnO: ∼8) [8,81–83]. Huang et al. 779
[68] have examined the cause of the low fill factor in p-DSCs using 780
EIS IMPS and IMVS. Fig. 23 shows a typical current–voltage curve 781
in black. Removing the total series resistance (series resistance as 782
measured by EIS + resistance of the counter electrode+ transport 783
resistance of the film) calculated from EIS gives the red line where 784
the ff and  are enhanced by 6% and 19%, respectively. This shows 785
that the transport resistance (and thereforeD) has a small influence 786
on the fill factor, possibly because the film thickness is small, even 787
though D in p-DSCs is smaller than that in n-DSCs. The blue line in 788
Fig. 23 is a plot of J= JSC − Jdark. This has the expected diode shape 789
of a current–voltage curve in accordance Eq. (7): 790
Jnet = Jphoto − J0(eqV/mkT − 1) (7) 791
where m is the diode ideality factor [13,47]. 792
The ff and  are enhanced by 76 and 146%, respectively for 793
the blue curve and the ff of the “corrected” cell is 0.60, which 794
is approximately the theoretical value for the VOC =160mV and 795
JSC = 1.8mAcm−2 (m=0.93). This shows there is a photo-process 796
responsible for a large shunt resistance in p-DSCs. In addition, the 797
current at reverse bias is frequently higher than at short-circuit 798
(e.g. Fig. 22). Huang et al. ascribe the “photo-shunt” as being due 799
to recombination between holes in the NiO with the reduced dye. 800
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Several strategies described above have been applied to suppress801
the undesirable recombination reactions, in addition to synthe-802
sizing sensitizers with long-lived charge separated states such as803
PMI-NDI and PMI-6TTPA. Inspection of Table 1 does not reveal any804
support for any of these strategies addressing the “photo-shunt”805
as it includes dyes with different lifetimes, non-iodine-based elec-806
trolytes, different NiO crystal sizes and degree of crystallinity, yet807
all havefill factors roughly between0.3 and0.4. As afill factor closer808
to 0.6 has not yet been achieved, the nature of this light-induced809
current-leakage process remains elusive.810
5. Electrochemical properties of nickel oxide(s)811
Because of the potential application of p-type nickel oxide in812
advanced solar conversiondevices andoptical technologies suchas,813
electrochromic (EC) devices [84], energy storage systems [85], and814
dye-sensitized solar cells (DSCs) [1,12,41,86], a discussion of the815
electrochemical properties of the material is appropriate. In both816
EC and DSCs nickel oxide is applied as a thin film with thicknesses817
ranging from one hundred nm to a few microns [46,87]. Within818
this range nickel oxide is not totally insulating (vide infra), and819
shows an optical transparency with a transmittance of T>35% in820
the visible range [88,13]. The utilization of thin electroactive films821
requires a supporting substratewhich consists generally of fewmm822
thick glass covered with a transparent conductive layer (TCL) of823
indium-doped tin oxide (ITO) orfluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO) [89]824
onto which nickel oxide is deposited. The presence of the TCL is825
necessary because of the high resistivity of undoped p-type nickel826
oxide (NiO >1010  cm) [90] and the electrical contacts in nickel827
oxide based photo-electrochemical devices are made through the828
TCL, the electrical polarization of the oxide layer being achieved829
via the TCL/nickel oxide interface. The high electrical resistivity of830
pure nickel oxide also imposes the employment of films not thicker831
than 20m, besides the application of doping processes [91,92], in832
order to minimize the resistive effects of the oxide itself [93]. The833
thin film samples of the nickel oxide employed in EC devices and834
DSCs can present quite differentmorphologies (Fig. 24) [44,94–96],835
and consequently, different surface areas depending on theway the836
oxide is prepared and the processing temperature [9,12,53,94–97].837
Among the methods of preparation of nickel oxide thin films838
the most important ones are sol–gel methods, based on the839
hydroxilation of nickel salts and successive annealing, sintering840
of pre-formed NiO nanoparticles with conventional furnace (CS)841
or plasma assisted microwave heating (RDS), magnetron sputter-842
ing in the reactive mode, microblast of preformed nickel oxide843
microparticles and spray pyrolysis. Besides morphology and sur-844
face area, the degree of crystallinity of the oxide can be also845
varied through the choice of opportunemethodsof preparation, the846
adoption of controlled deposition conditions and the modulation847
of the processing temperatures [44,94,95]. It has been generally848
observed that preparation methods have the most noticeable con-849
sequences on the extent of the current densities exchanged by850
the different oxide samples (kinetic effect), but have limited effect851
on the nature of the electrochemical processes [46,94,96]. This852
implies that the electrochemistry of nickel oxide can be system-853
atically analyzed mostly in terms of the chemical composition of854
the resulting nickel oxide rather than in terms of the method of855
its preparation/deposition, which in turn will mostly affect the856
kinetic aspects of these electrochemical processes. Importantly857
nickel combines with oxygen to give several binary oxides that dif-858
fer formally for the oxidation state of nickel [98]. The latter ranges859
between II and III with formation of the corresponding oxides NiO860
(green) and Ni2O3 (black) [99]. Within this class of compounds it is861
quite common to find also examples with non-stoichiometric fea-862
tures, which are generally described by the formula NiOx and are863
characterizedby thepresencenickel atomswithdifferent oxidation 864
states including Ni(IV) [100]. In the analysis of these types of elec- 865
trochemical processes one has to distinguish between: (a) nickel 866
oxides representing the actual electroactive species undergoing 867
oxidation/reduction processes [44,95,96]; (b) nickel oxides dis- 868
playing electrocatalytic activity towards specific redox processes 869
[101–103]. When the intrinsic electroactivity of unmodified nickel 870
oxides is considered, the issues typical of solid state electrochem- 871
istry, e.g. ion intercalation/de-intercalation or charge-capacitance 872
[104–106], have to be considered, whereas the analysis of the 873
electrocatalytic activity of nickel oxides involves the analysis of 874
the effect of the polarization on the electrical conductivity of 875
the oxide [107], its band structure and density of states alter- 876
ation [92,103,108] and how the frontier energy levels of the nickel 877
oxides are positioned with respect to the redox level of the cou- 878
ple by varying the potential of the semiconducting electrodes 879
[109,110]. In the particular case of the electrocatalytic effect of 880
bare NiO towards triiodide reduction, i.e. the cathodic process 881
of relevance in p-type DSCs [92,103], it has been recently found 882
that mesoporous nickel oxide displays strong oxidative charge 883
recombination [111] because of the matching between the upper 884
edge of the NiO valence band and the I3−/I− redox level [103], as 885
well as the presence of bandgap states [92] the density of which 886
increases towards energy values closed to the valence band upper 887
edge. To decrease the extent of oxidative recombination some 888
authors [103] have considered the modification of the NiO band 889
structure by doping with lithium cations, which is equivalent to 890
a process of p-doping. The most important consequence of Li+ 891
doping resulted in the lowering of the Fermi level of the doped 892
vs. undoped oxide combined with the concomitant lowering of 893
the trap states levels that are localized in the intragap. Moreover, 894
the charge transfer resistance of the oxide towards iodide oxida- 895
tion could be increased by doping NiOx with Li+ as observed with 896
the increase of the potential threshold at which iodide is oxidized 897
to triiodide [103,111]. 898
Another factor that controls the electrochemistry of nickel 899
oxides, either as electroactive species, or electrocatalytic materi- 900
als, is the extent of hydration that transforms the nickel oxides 901
into mixed oxy-hydroxides (partial hydration), or into hydrox- 902
ides upon full hydration [100,112,113]. Hydration phenomena 903
can occur if nickel oxide is stored either in an ambient envi- 904
ronment, prepared from water containing precursors, or when 905
immersed in an aqueous electrolyte [114,115]. The presence of 906
hydrogen atoms in hydrated nickel oxides influences the electro- 907
chemistry of these oxides since hydrogen cations can be exchanged 908
by the oxide to compensate for the variations in the oxida- 909
tion state of the nickel centres (Eqs. (4) and (5)) (vide infra) 910
[37,100]. In the following part the electrochemical properties of 911
nickel oxide with nickel in the main redox state of 2+ will be 912
reviewed considering oxidation in both anhydrous and aqueous 913
electrolytes, and reduction processes in an anhydrous environ- 914
ment. 915
Both the reduction and the reversible oxidation of nickel oxide 916
prepared via CS of pre-formed metal oxide nanoparticles could be 917
observed in a single scan in water-free environment with anhy- 918
drous propylene carbonate as electrolytic solvent. The oxidation 919
processes occurring at applied potential values larger than 2.5V 920
vs. Li+/Li as a reference were ascribed to the nickel based redox 921
reactions [44]: 922
NiO+mClO4− → Ni(II)1−mONi(III)m(ClO4)m +me− (8) 923
924
Ni(II)1−mONi(III)m(ClO4)m +mClO4− 925
→ Ni(II)1−mONi(IV)m(ClO4)2m +me− (9) 926
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Fig. 24. Morphologies of various nickel oxide thin films for DSC and EC applications, which have been obtained via diverse methods of deposition and under different
processing conditions.
(a) Adapted from Ref. [98]; (b) adapted from Ref. [9]; (c) adapted from Ref. [97]; (d) and (e) adapted from Ref. [47].
The first broad an anodic peak centred at about 3.1V vs. Li+/Li,927
and the secondoxidationprocesswithonset at about 3.4Vvs. Li+/Li.928
Eqs. (1) and (2) canbothbe regardedasprocessesofp-dopingwhich929
are driven electrochemically. Participation of the ion perchlorate as930
charge compensating species inprocesses1and2was confirmedby931
thedetectionof chlorineatomswithXPSwhendifferentlypolarized932
NiO samples were analyzed [100].933
To further illustrate the electrochemical behaviour of NiO lay-934
ers reported in our recent studies [44,46,47] some results will be935
discussed in more detail. Since oxidation of nickel oxide in anhy-936
drous environment implies the uptake of relatively large anions937
localized either on the surface or within the structure of the metal938
oxide [116], electrochemical activation consisting in the continu-939
ous increase of the amount of current exchanged by a nickel oxide940
sample upon repeated cycling is generally observed (Fig. 25) [44].941
This phenomenon is generally interpreted in terms of struc-942
ture opening for nickel oxide as host material in order to favour943
the uptake of charged guests and minimize surface tension effects 944
[117]. Since the reduction process of nickel oxide at potential val- 945
ues lower than 2.4V vs. Li+/Li consists in the simultaneous uptake 946
of electrons lodging in the electronic bands of NiO [92,103,118] and 947
lithium cations in the oxide host according to [95,104,106]: 948
NiO+ yLi+ + ye− → LiyNiO (10) 949
it is of no surprise that analogous phenomena of electrochemical 950
activation are also observed when the reduction of nickel oxide is 951
carried out (Fig. 26) [95,106]. 952
Oxidation of nickel oxide is surface confined irrespective of the 953
nature of the electrolyte, i.e. aqueous [38,46,86,100] or anhydrous 954
[44], as determined by the linear dependence of the intensity of the 955
current peaks with the scan rate [119]. In the case of the aqueous 956
oxidation of nickel oxide, the potential values at which the two 957
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Fig. 25. Cyclic voltammetry of NiO prepared via rapid discharge sintering (RDS)
of sprayed NiO nanoparticles with an average diameter of 50nm. Substrate: ITO;
electrolyte composition: 0.7M LiClO4 in anhydrous propylene carbonate; counter
electrode: Li; reference electrode: Li+/Li; scan rate: 5mVs−1. NiO thickness: 0.3m.
The effect of the activation ofNiOoxidation is shownwith the increase of the current
density upon continuous cycling.
Adapted from Ref. [45].
distinct processes occur are better resolved than in non-aqueous958
electrolyte (Figs. 27 and 28), and can be described as [44,100]:959
NiO(OH)n(H2O)p → NiO(OH)n+1(H2O)p−1 + e− +H+ (11a)960
or961
NiO(OH)m → NiOO(OH)m−1 + e− +H+ (11b)962
for the first anodic peak centred at about 0.5V vs. Ag/AgCl with Eqs.963
(11a) and (11b) (as well Eqs. (12a) and (12b), vide infra) occurring964
to a different extent depending on the degree of hydration of the965
oxide. The second anodic peak centred at about 0.9V vs. Ag/AgCl966
(Fig. 27), can be described as967
NiO(OH)n+1(H2O)p−1 → NiO(OH)n+2(H2O)p−2 + e− +H+ (12a)968
or969
NiOO(OH)m−1 → NiOO2(OH)m−2 + e− +H+ (12b)970
Unlike the behaviour observed in a non-aqueous environment,971
the electrochemical behaviour of NiO (either CS, RDS or sol–gel972
Fig. 26. Repeated cyclic voltammetry of microblast NiO deposited onto Ni sheet in
the process of oxide reduction. Oxide film thickness: 1.2m; electrolyte composi-
tion: 0.5M LiClO4 in anhydrous propylene carbonate; scan rate: 40mVs−1. The red
arrow indicates the evolution of the voltammogram upon repeated cycling.
Adapted from Ref. [97].
Fig. 27. Effect on the scan rate on the voltammogram of the NiO sample prepared
via CS of 50nm nanoparticles. Aqueous electrolyte composition: 0.2M KCl, 0.01M
KH2PO4, 0.01M Na2HPO4.
Adapted from Ref. [47].
prepared) in the presence of water is characterized by the pro- 973
gressive dissolution of nickel oxide upon repeated electrochemical 974
cycling [100]. When NiO samples display a mesoporous morphol- 975
ogy (Fig. 24(d) and (e)) the current exchanged by these type of 976
samples is directly proportional to the thickness of the oxide coat- 977
ing [46]. Sampleswith amore porousmorphology generate a larger 978
oxidation current with respect to a less porous system with anal- 979
ogous thickness, mainly as a consequence of the larger surface 980
area (Fig. 29) [46]. This feature is important if NiO is utilized as 981
an electrode in DSCs or any other electrochemical device based on 982
a redox process which is confined at the electrode surface. Among 983
the twomain scalablemethods ofNiOpreparation, namelyRDS and 984
CS, RDS [46,96] procedures mesoporous NiO sample with larger 985
surface area than CS, while allowing also for improved electrical 986
connectivity within the NiO nanostructure. 987
The morphology of the matrix seems much less important for 988
the reduction of NiO (Fig. 26 and Eq. (3)), than for NiO oxidation 989
(Fig. 29) and the amount of current density exchanged by meso- 990
porous NiO prepared via sol–gel, CS and RDS [95] and compact 991
NiO prepared via sputtering or microblast [96] is quite similar irre- 992
spective of their substantially different morphologies (Fig. 24(c) 993
and (d)). The occurrence of solid state oxidation/reduction in NiO 994
Fig. 28. Effect on the scan rate on the voltammogram of the RDS NiO sample shown
in Fig. 25. The curves were recorded after reaching a stable voltammogram for the
NiO layer at 5mVs−1. For electrolyte used see Fig. 26.
Adapted from Ref. [45].
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Fig. 29. Effect of the sintering method on the voltammogram of mesoporous NiO samples prepared via CS and RDS of 50nm diameter NiO nanoparticles. Scan rate: 40mVs−1;
aqueous electrolyte as in Figure 27.
Adapted from Ref. [47].
implies also an increase of its charge capacitance due to the uptake995
of ions that are required to compensate the charge acquired by NiO996
during the redox process [54]. The simultaneous uptake/release997
of electrons and ions (Eqs. (1)–(5)) has important consequences998
also on the overall conductivity of NiO, a system representing a999
mixed conductor with both electrons (or holes) and ions acting1000
as charge carriers in the oxidized/reduced (or p-doped/n-doped)1001
forms [120]. An analysis of the variations in charge transport kinet-1002
ics, capacitance, density of states above valence band upper edge,1003
and electron/ionic diffusivity of oxidized/reduced NiO thin films1004
upon application of an external bias was carried out using elec-1005
trochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) [92,103,121]. The EI1006
spectra of NiO [44,104,106] are characterized by a high-frequency1007
semicircle that represents the parallel combination of a resistance1008
and a capacitance associated generally with the process of charge1009
transfer at the NiO/electrolyte interface. This feature is scarcely1010
affected by the potential value in the range of NiO oxidation, and is1011
followed by linear tracts with variable slope upon decrease of the1012
frequency of stimulus (Figs. 30 and 31). When the linear portion1013
of the EI spectrum has a slope of 45◦ the oxide enters in a regime1014
of charge diffusion with the charges moving at those frequencies1015
either within the structure of the oxide [104] or through the pores1016
of the nanostructured oxide [122]. In this regime, the diffusive1017
motions of ions andelectronic carriers in oxidizedNiOareno longer1018
independent due to the field effects exerted by one kind of charge1019
carrier to the other [123]. Upon further decrease of the frequency1020
of stimulus the spectra of oxidizedNiO (Figs. 30 and 31) tend to fur-1021
ther increase their slope till they reach a quasi-vertical trend that is1022
indicative of a limiting capacitive behaviour [106]. Since both oxi-1023
dation (Eqs. (1) and (2)) and reduction (Eq. (3)) processes in NiO1024
involve the uptake of anions and cations, respectively, the spectra1025
of reduced NiO will present analogous features with those of oxi-1026
dized NiO with the appearance of diffusive and capacitive features1027
[96]. The equivalent Randles-type circuit shown in Fig. 32 [124,125]1028
has been proposed as a model for the description of the impedance1029
spectra in reduced and oxidized NiO, and values of diffusivity in1030
the order of 10−11 cm2 s−1 have been found for lithium intercalated1031
samples of reduced NiO (Eq. (3)) [44,104,106].1032
The analysis of the electrochemical properties of NiO has been 1033
extended also to sensitized NiO samples [44,46,47]. The motiva- 1034
tion for such a study is the investigation of possible charge transfer 1035
processes between oxidized NiO and the chemisorbed dye in the 1036
absence of the redox shuttle under both in the dark [46,47] and 1037
illuminated conditions [44]. The main effect of dye-sensitization 1038
upon the electrochemical properties of NiO as far as oxidation is 1039
concerned, i.e. in the condition of electrochemical hole injection, is 1040
the passivation of the oxide surface with a general decrease of the 1041
current density in passing from the bare to the sensitized state. In 1042
fact, not every portion of the surface of NiO is modified upon sen- 1043
sitization with the consequence that some parts of NiO surface still 1044
remain in the bare state even after prolonged sensitization. Since 1045
NiO oxidation takes place on the unsensitized portions of NiO sur- 1046
face, the dye apparently prevents the surface confined oxidation 1047
of NiO [46,47]. The resulting inhibiting effect of sensitization on 1048
the oxidation of NiOx is similar to what occurs in Li-doped NiO. 1049
However, there is a difference in the cause of such an effect: sensi- 1050
tization acts on the kinetics of NiOx oxidation by slowing down the 1051
process of electrochemical formation of holes, whereas p-doping 1052
with lithium cations shifts the energetics of the process at larger 1053
oxidation potential [103]. 1054
NiO bound sensitizers analyzed so far did not present evidence 1055
for dye-based redox processes within the potential range of the 1056
oxidation of NiO. This was confirmed by the absence additional 1057
redox peaks in the voltammograms of sensitized NiO with erythro- 1058
sine and P1 dyes. Repetitive cycling of erythrosine-sensitized NiO 1059
in anhydrous electrolyte showed features of activation of a NiO- 1060
based oxidation that is surface based (Fig. 33) as in the case of the 1061
bare oxide (Fig. 25), with a oxidation current that was proportional 1062
to the scan rate in a linear fashion (vide supra) (Fig. 34) [44]. 1063
Recently, the oxidation of a squaraine-based sensitizer immo- 1064
bilized on nanostructured NiO and polarized within the oxidation 1065
range of NiO has been reported. This process led to the detach- 1066
ment of the dye from the supporting oxide with the recovery of 1067
the electrochemical features of bare NiO [126]. In the absence of 1068
any redox shuttle in the electrolyte, NiO sensitized with erythro- 1069
sine is photoconductive as shown by the increase of the oxidation 1070
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Fig. 30. (top) High- and (bottom) low-frequency EI spectra of RDS NiO (l=0.4m)
deposited onto ITO at different applied potentials (Eappl). The selected values of Eappl
are related to the nature of the NiO layer, in the pristine state [Eappl = 2.3V vs. Li+/Li,
open circuit voltage], in the partially oxidized state (Eappl = 2.8V vs. Li+/Li) and in the
fully oxidized state (Eappl = 3.5V vs. Li+/Li). For electrolyte used see Fig. 26.
Graph adapted from Ref. [45].
Fig. 31. EIS profiles of NiOx sintered via CS at different applied potentials (2.8 and
3.55V vs. Li+/Li). In the larger Picture 40mHzmarks the onset of the diffusive regime
in NiO when is polarized at 2.8V. In the inset the specified frequencies refer to the
point of closure of the high-frequencies semicircles. NiOx film thickness: 0.3m.
For electrolyte used see Fig. 26.
Adapted from Ref. [45].
Fig. 32. Equivalent circuit modelling of the electrochemical behaviour of fully oxi-
dizedNiOx at 3.55V vs. Li+/Li (see Fig. 31). CDL = capacitance of the double layer at the
NiO electrode/electrolyte interface; RCT = charge transfer resistance through NiOx
electrode/electrolyte interface; Zw =Warburg impedance associated with charge
transport through NiOx electrode; CL = limiting capacitance due to the finite thick-
ness of NiOx film.
For further details see Ref. [105].
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Fig. 33. Evolution of the voltammogram of erythrosine-sensitized NiO at 5mVs−1
in dark conditions upon continuous cycling of type ofNiO sample as shown in Fig. 25.
For electrolyte used see Fig. 26.
Adapted from Ref. [45].
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Fig. 34. Effect on the scan rate on the voltammogram of erythrosine-sensitized NiO
sample as shown in Fig. 33. The cyclic voltammogramswere recorded after reaching
stabilization of the voltammogram of erythrosine-sensitized NiO at 5mVs−1. For
electrolyte used see Fig. 26.
Adapted from Ref. [45].
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Fig. 35. Effect of white light illumination (Iin: 25Wcm−2) on the oxidation of NiO
when the oxide is sensitized with erythrosine. The cyclic voltammograms were
recorded at 25mVs−1. For electrolyte used see Fig. 26.
Adapted from Ref. [45].
current in passing from the dark to the illuminated state. At the1071
basis of the photoeffect is the increase of the number of Ni(III)1072
centres induced by the sensitization of NiO with erythrosine with1073
consequent favouring of the oxidation process of Eq. (1) (Fig. 35).1074
The kinetics of the electrochemical oxidation of sensitized NiO1075
under illumination is controlled by the same factor as for dark oxi-1076
dation. This was confirmed by the observation of a linear trend1077
between the current density and the scan rate both under illumi-1078
nation and in dark conditions (Fig. 36).1079
Importantly, photoconductivity effects could not be observed1080
in bare mesoporous NiO when oxidation was carried out under1081
anhydrous conditions (Eqs. (1) and (2)) [47] whereas bare NiO dis-1082
played weak photoconductivity effects during reduction (Eq. (3))1083
[95]. Since this photoconductivity effect was more evident during1084
the reduction process of NiO rather than that of its oxidation [113],1085
it was concluded that the variations of optical transmission occur-1086
ring in reduced NiO are more effective in producing photo-effects1087
with respect to oxidized NiO [104,127].1088
The effect of sensitization on the electrochemical reduction of1089
NiO was studied when erythrosine was the dye-sensitizer [95].1090
The redox peaks originated from dye-based electrochemical pro-1091
cesses could be detected in the return scan whereas the signal of1092
the reduction of NiO overlapped with that of the dye in the forward1093
Fig. 36. Scan rate dependence of the voltammogram of erythrosine-sensitized NiO
at 5mVs−1 under illumination with white light (Iin: 25Wcm−2). Voltammograms
were recorded after stabilization of the voltammogram obtained at 5mVs−1. For
electrolyte used see Fig. 26.
Adapted from Ref. [45].
Fig. 37. Cyclic voltammograms of erythrosine-sensitized NiO with a thickness of
1.2m. Electrolyte: 0.5M LiClO4 in anhydrous propylene carbonate; scan rate:
40mVs−1. Yellow arrows show the direction of variation of the various current
peaks with cycling.
Adapted from Ref. [97].
scan (Fig. 37). The nature of the electrochemical processes occur- 1094
ring during the reduction of erythrosine–sensitized NiO remains 1095
still unclear. 1096
The electrochemical properties of thin nickel oxide films dis- 1097
cussed above show how these films can undergo oxidation and 1098
reduction processes that alter its electrical conductivity and its 1099
capability of storing charge. These processes introduce features 1100
in the oxide, which are typical of mixed conductors with both 1101
ionic and electronic charge carriers. The kinetics of NiO oxidation 1102
and reduction are controlled either by a surface confined electron 1103
transfer process or by the diffusion of charge carriers within the 1104
oxide depending on the chemical composition of the oxide, its 1105
porosity, the crystal structure and the nature of the electrolyte. In 1106
the framework of DSC research, the electrochemical properties of 1107
mesoporousNiO inbothbare anddyed states areof particular inter- 1108
est since the dark oxidation of NiO corresponds to electrochemical 1109
hole injection and give clues about the intrinsic stability andmobil- 1110
ity of the injected hole in the oxide under conditions when no 1111
recombination with the redox shuttle can take place. A correla- 1112
tion between the electrochemical properties of NiO in the absence 1113
of redox shuttles, and the photoelectrochemical properties of sen- 1114
sitized NiO in p-type DSCs is desired because of the crucial role of 1115
the hole transport phenomena through the oxide. This aspect still 1116
needs to be investigated in a systematic way and, in this respect, 1117
the analysis of the electrochemical properties of mesoporous NiO 1118
(either bare or sensitized) can be of great usefulness especially 1119
when different NiO samples for DSCs have to be compared. 1120
6. Concluding remarks 1121
The electrochemistry of nickel oxide thin films is complex 1122
because of the bipolar nature of this system that can undergo both 1123
electrochemical oxidation (p-doping) and reduction (n-doping) in a 1124
reversiblemanner. This has important consequences for oxide con- 1125
ductivity, density of states distribution, charge transfer properties, 1126
optical absorption, photoconductivity and photoelectrochemical 1127
properties, depending on the potential of polarization at which the 1128
electrochemical doping of nickel oxide is conducted. The extent 1129
of electrochemical oxidation/reduction in nickel oxide films can 1130
be controlled through a variety of electrochemical conditions, e.g. 1131
potentiostatic, potentiodynamic and galvanostatic, which make 1132
possible the fine modulation of all the properties of nickel oxide 1133
whichare influencedby theelectronic structureof thematerial. The 1134
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oxidation of NiOx is characterized by having a surface confinement1135
asdeterminedby the analysis of cyclic voltammetrydata at variable1136
scan rate and by the direct proportionality between current den-1137
sity and geometrical area in nanoporous samples. This holds also1138
when NiOx is in a sensitized state the dye-sensitizers being those1139
of common use in p-type DSCs with I3−/I− as redox shuttle. For1140
this reason surfacemorphology is of primary importance to control1141
the oxidation properties of NiOx. The reduction of NiOx has been1142
studied extensively for the evaluation of the capacitive properties1143
as far as capacitors, lithium battery electrodes and electrochromic1144
devices were concerned. Van der Waals characteristics as well as1145
crystalline phase play a major role in the control of the cathodic1146
properties of nickel oxide since the solid state reduction of NiOx1147
implies the occurrence of topotactic processes like cation interca-1148
lation and ion diffusion within oxide structure and between Van1149
Der Waals planes. By virtue of this combination of electrochemi-1150
cal characteristics the corresponding electrocatalytic properties of1151
NiOx can be also varied in an opportune fashion. In the framework1152
of p-DSCs it has been observed that the oxidation of NiOx (i.e. the1153
electrochemical injection of holes) triggers the oxidation of iodide1154
and acts as an electrocatalytic layer with respect to the underlying1155
conductive substrate made of a TCO. Iodide oxidation corresponds1156
to the deleterious process of charge recombination and limits seri-1157
ously the conversion efficiency in NiO-based p-DSCs. To avoid that1158
some authors have considered the chemical doping of the oxide1159
film with the cations derived from the elements of the first group1160
(mostly lithiumcations) asdopingagents of p-type. Thep-type con-1161
ductivity of the doped oxide increased with respect to its pristine1162
version and the Fermi level was shifted to mismatch the energy1163
levels of the empty electroactive states with those of the redox1164
shuttle.1165
It is difficult to judge what is the “ideal” preparation method1166
for NiO for use in p-type dye-sensitized solar cells. Improving the1167
charge transport time in the electrodes is an important require-1168
ment, but NiO is not as versatile as some n-type materials such as1169
ZnO in terms of modifying the morphology. However, in addition1170
to the typical cubic nanocrystals, rods have now been prepared.1171
Clearly, the presence of defects is important to the performance1172
of the device, especially the recombination reactions. The issues1173
of film thickness and adhesion appear to have mostly been solved1174
in recent publications. However, one of the limiting properties of1175
NiO is the colouration, particularly when thicker films are used. A1176
degree of scattering is positive in terms of improving light harvest-1177
ing but is problematic for physical chemists wishing to investigate1178
the photoinduced charge-transfer reactions spectroscopically. The1179
most efficient devices have been prepared from pre-formed NiO1180
nanoparticles. Control over the purity and crystallinity is achieved1181
by preparing the particles in house. In terms of deposition, screen1182
printing provides a reproducible route that is suitable for scale-up,1183
but spray deposition avoids the requirement for organic binders1184
that need to be burned off. One of the most exciting developments1185
is the opportunity to sinter the particles in a microwave, which sig-1186
nificantly reduces the time required and energy input.Morework is1187
nowneeded tounderstand the reasons for the lowfill factor in these1188
devices, including theapparent “photo shunt” so that theproperties1189
of the NiO can be improved accordingly.1190
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